
Overview and 101: Digital Health

Digital health1 is transforming nearly every aspect of our healthcare system, such as improving efficiency in drug research 
and development, shifting how care is delivered, and empowering patients to manage their own care. 

Thanks to advancements in science and technology, the biopharmaceutical industry continues to work across the healthcare 
ecosystem to leverage digital health tools1 to enhance drug research and development and deliver value to patients.

As defined by the Food and Drug Administration, digital health technologies span a wide range of functions and may use 
computing platforms, connectivity, software, and/or sensors for healthcare treatments or to be used alongside a medicine.2 
Establishing a common understanding of key terms and use cases is important to better understand how these tools 
are developed and regulated, the differences in patient access or coverage (if applicable), and how patients use them to 
achieve better health outcomes.

Beyond the scope of this overview of use cases—but not beyond the attention of the biopharmaceutical industry—are the 
many considerations around the security and confidentiality of data and patient privacy when using digital health tools. 
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CAPTURE, STORAGE, AND DISPLAY OF DATA

User-facing 
technologies3

Mobile health applications such as lifestyle trackers, fitness apps, nutrition apps, and 
medication reminders allow patients to capture and track their own health data 

For example, there is a mobile application that connects with a network of blood pressure 
machines and allows patients to track and trend blood pressure readings4

Consumer health information such as personal health records and patient portals, or 
digital apps that are integrated with electronic health records that enable patients to see 
medications, test results, bills, upcoming appointments, and more5

Health information 
technologies3

Electronic health records (EHRs) serve as a centralized platform to collect and store patient 
information and allow instant information sharing across a healthcare organization 

For example, there is an EHR that holds information for the majority of patients in the United 
States with widespread interoperability to connect providers in all aspects of a patient’s care6

Electronic prescribing allows healthcare providers to communicate and prescribe medication 
directly to a pharmacy, such as using a point-of-care prescribing tool that is integrated into 
provider workflow, to eliminate the manual prescription-writing process7

TRANSMISSION OF INFORMATION AND DATA

Telemedicine1

Telemedicine-only platforms facilitate remote care delivery and professional health-related 
education through live, on-demand, virtual physician visits to connect patients to medical 
professionals from numerous specialties via video, audio, or text8

Telemedicine integrated in a one-stop shop platform that provides virtual, on-demand 
physician visits that diagnose, prescribe, and deliver medications, such as a platform focused 
specifically on treating chronic migraine9

Clinical decision 
support software10

Tools and software that present information for independent clinician review, such as 
software programs that check drug interactions, calculate drug doses, send preventive care 
reminders to patients, or track adverse events to medications

Clinical trial 
support tools11-13

Tools such as wearable devices and mobile applications that are utilized to collect, store, 
transmit, or analyze data, including patient-generated data, captured digitally to help enable 
decentralized clinical trialsa

For example, there are wearable devices that continuously measure gait and sleep in patients 
in clinical trials that are focused on Parkinson’s disease14

ADVANCED DATA CAPABILITIES

Artificial 
intelligence (AI)1

Devices or products that can imitate intelligent behavior or mimic human learning and reasoning 
that are used in identifying and validating drug targets, compound discovery, and safety testing

For example, there is an AI platform used in research and development that uses an 
advanced analytical technique called convolutional neural networks to predict binding of 
small molecules to proteins, facilitating faster discovery of new small molecule medicines15

Machine learning 
(ML)1

A subset of AI that can be used to design an algorithm or model without explicit programming 
but through the use of automated training with data

For example, there is a tool that applies ML algorithms to models of genetic diseases to 
determine the difference between healthy and diseased cells and identify drug targets16

The types of products and processes that make up digital health vary widely and 
can include examples of tools that achieve the purposes laid out below. 

a Decentralized clinical trials leverage technologies such as telemedicine and remote patient monitoring for trial execution.



TRANSLATION OF RAW HEALTH DATA INTO INFORMATION FOR  
MONITORING OR PREDICTIONS OF ASPECTS OF HEALTH OR A DISEASE17

Digital 
diagnostics18

Software-driven connected technologies that are used to detect or confirm the presence of a 
disease or condition of interest to identify individuals with a subtype of the disease, such as 
an ML software system used to diagnose diabetic retinopathy19

Digital biomarkers1

Digital measures of variables that are an indicator of normal biological processes or 
responses to an exposure or intervention, including therapeutic interventions that can only 
be or should be measured by a validated digital health technology tool. Examples include a 
platform that tracks changes in typing cadence, generating a digital biomarker that can be 
used to monitor brain health and detect neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer’s 
disease, Huntington’s disease, and others20

Electronic 
clinical outcomes 
assessments 
(eCOAs)18

Digital measures used to capture how patients feel, function, or survive, such as a tool that 
applies AI algorithms to data captured from sensors to predict disease onset/progression and 
identify key intervention points21

Remote patient 
monitoring22

Tools that can be used to collect medical and health data from a patient and securely 
transmit that information to a healthcare provider for monitoring and intervention purposes

For example, there is a tool that monitors the temperature of a person’s feet every day for 
patients with high-risk diabetes to detect diabetic foot ulcers23

TRANSLATION OF RAW HEALTH DATA INTO AN INTERVENTION  
INDEPENDENT OR IN CONCERT WITH OTHER THERAPIES1

Digitally 
integrated 
products

Tools that are integrated with either a drug or biologic to optimize health outcomes, such as 
ingestible sensors that can be included in oral tablets to track when a medication is taken in 
a companion platform24

Automatic 
measurement and 
intervention tools

Tools that measure and intervene using algorithms to serve a primary function that does 
not require human intervention. For example, there are artificial pancreas systems that can 
combine continuous glucose monitoring through a wearable sensor with an insulin pump 
controlled by a computer-controlled algorithm to automatically deliver insulin25

ACT DIRECTLY AS A THERAPEUTIC18

Prevention 
or health 
improvement tools

Patient-centered tools used to help improve health functions, such as a cognitive behavioral 
therapy that helps patients with irritable bowel syndrome track symptoms, manage flare-ups, 
and change unhelpful behaviors and thoughts26

Disease 
management tools

Tools used to help patients and providers manage their disease, such as a platform that 
engages individuals with type 2 diabetes, hypertension, and obesity—and their providers—to 
improve self-management and outcomes27

Disease treatment 
tools (prescription 
required)

Tools prescribed to a patient to treat a disease, such as a sensory stimulus software for the 
treatment of attention deficit-hyperactivity disorder through a video game experience28 or a 
digital therapy used as an adjunct to standard outpatient treatment of opioid use disorder29
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The regulatory framework applicable to a specific digital health technology depends 
upon its intended use. Digital health products can range from being unregulated, to being 
regulated as devices, to being regulated as drugs. 

It is critical to advance regulatory frameworks and coverage and reimbursement policies 
that enable access with a modern and strategic approach. Such an approach should 
facilitate transparency, promote active collaboration with stakeholders, and function as a 
review process that is efficient and predictable.
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